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Message from the Chair
If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.
- John Quincy Adams
When I describe my practice area to friends and colleagues, I highlight my advocacy for the elderly and disabled
individuals I represent. I talk
to them about my practice as a
Trusts, Estates and Elder Law
attorney. However, once I start
to explain some of the planning techniques or the manner
in which an elder law matter
could arise, I realize that “genEmily Franchina
eral practice” aptly describes the
varied scope of many situations.
A case in point: I met with Bob today at an area nursing
home. He and his partner have resided together for 20
years, but never married. The division of assets to secure
Medicaid benefits required advance directives, e.g., Powers
of Attorney and Health Care Proxies, as well as tax advice

on transfers of assets, real estate knowledge to protect the
home, and estate planning. Of course, discussion of matrimonial issues was also relevant.
If I required clarification or wanted to pose a question
about any aspect of this case (or any other), I could connect
with any of our almost two thousand members, by posting
on our Listserv, now a private Community for our members. The Community allows members to interact, search
directories and utilize mentoring tools. I find the repartee
between members to be useful, informational and often
amusing.
I recently reviewed our Section blog, which has a number of pertinent posts, including a request for our members to provide insight to Gerard Antetomaso and Jerry
DeSalino regarding use of the statutory short form Power
of Attorney in real estate transactions. The State Bar has
formed a task force to study possible changes to the Power
of Attorney statute. Please contact Jerry for more information (Jerry@ggalaw.com).
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I hope to meet some of you at our upcoming fall
and winter meetings. On Thursday, October 29th, we
are partnering with Section member Jeff Fetter, FarmNet
and Cornell University to present Farm and Family business successor planning services in Syracuse. Please see
our website for registration opportunities and the details
contained in this issue. The program is an all day eight
CLE credit day, which should be a great educational and
networking event. On Tuesday, January 26th, we shall
have our Annual Meeting, which will incorporate an ethics presentation and Hot Tips on Hot Topics. Every year
this presentation provides our members with a rapid-fire
recitation of minefields, issues and positive innovations to
keep in mind in our daily practice. Our Section continues
to support the New York Bar Foundation by funding the

General Practice Section Pro Bono Fund with a $10,000
donation to a legal services organization.
Much of the activity of our Section is due to the leadership of our immediate past Chair, Richard Klass. Rich is
an innovative and energetic attorney who supported the
efforts to develop programs to educate and inspire our
membership. On behalf of the Section, I extend our heartfelt thanks to Rich for his past (and anticipated future!)
services to our General Practice Section.
As Chair, I welcome the opportunity to interact with
our Section members. Please contact me to join a committee, write an article for one or suggest a CLE topic of interest by reaching me at 516-877-7500 or eff@elderlawfg.com.
Emily Franchina
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